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Complete title processing for vehicles

Wolters Kluwer Lien Solutions is the nation’s leading lien services partner. Financial professionals who need to manage risk and simplify title processing complexity turn to our experts for lien perfection support for motor vehicles of all types.

Our customers trust us with perfecting their consumer and commercial vehicle liens. With many lenders managing increased originations and new responsibilities, often from home offices, the potential for errors or loss of perfection rises. Our solutions are lender-focused and lender-driven, delivering the speed, accuracy, and transparency lenders need to be competitive.

The one-stop provider that does it all

Title processing for vehicles requires staying on top of jurisdictional differences, including 4.8 million ever-changing fees, forms, rules, and regulations. On a good day, motor vehicle titling is complex and often still requires manual processes. When business as usual isn’t possible, lenders need an alternative means of processing titles, ensuring the work gets done.

Lenders can reduce title processing complexity by working with a partner like Lien Solutions. We offer end-to-end services to perfect and protect all assets — consumer vehicles, commercial vehicles, trucks, boats, recreational vehicles, and more. This support is especially valuable in challenging times and with the unique requirements of motor vehicle assets.

Our technology solutions help lenders overcome adversity, support their growth initiatives, and deliver superior customer experiences — freeing internal resources to focus on increasing revenue, not perfecting assets or rejections.

Turn to the experts

By simplifying title processing and perfection, Lien Solutions gives you flexibility and confidence, so that wherever your lending business goes, you know we’ll be there for you. We offer titling and registration support for specialty asset types, including:

- Recreational vehicles (RVs) and trailers
- Boats
- Powersport vehicles
- Specialty mobility vehicles

No matter the asset, we have you covered:

- Support for the full range of title transactions
- Quick and accurate fees and estimates
- Teams 100% dedicated to motor vehicle transactions
- Jurisdictional expertise for specialty assets
- Coverage in all 50 states
- Support for origination volume surges
Perfection in motion
With one trusted vendor for all assets in all 50 states and jurisdictions, you can handle unfamiliar titling and registration tasks to protect your interest in specialty asset types.

Lien Solutions is known for the state-of-the-art processes and local jurisdictional knowledge that improves the accuracy and efficiency of all types of vehicle transactions. Put our expertise to work for you, and you can count on us for:

Risk mitigation
Avoid loss of perfection from inaccurately handled transactions

Efficiency
Our complete and streamlined title processing for specialty asset types reduces cycle times and delivers a smoother experience for borrowers

Expertise
Know we're on top of regulatory changes for all asset types in all jurisdictions

Accuracy
Know your costs upfront with quick estimates and up-to-date fee data

Scalability
Trained dedicated staff are ready to help you handle origination volume surges

Partnering for perfection
As your go-to source for title processing, Lien Solutions can handle the full range of transactions for specialty vehicles:
• Title and registration
• Title only
• Lien holder filing
• Lien add/remove borrowers
• Repossession titling

Your expert team on call
With the growing volume of specialty asset sales, leverage our topflight, customized title processing services to help scale your teams, increase expertise, and address the challenges of handling higher volumes of originations, identifying jurisdictional rules and regulations, and monitoring regulatory changes for these specialty asset types.

Schedule a demo to see how smooth title processing for specialty assets can be with Lien Solutions as your copilot. Call 800.833.5778 and choose option 3 or visit www.liensolutions.com.